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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which student 
editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold: to serve Central 
Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students who are seeking a 
career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, dependable information 
to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for the free debate of issues, ideas and 
problems facing the community at large, and to be the best source for information, education and 
entertainment news. As a training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories 
and principles of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital 
to the decision making of the community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, 
values, and skills needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963-1073 
or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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BY Matthew thoMpson
Staff Reporter
When Jessica Murillo flipped through 
her high school annual in her senior year 
she was hurt to find that a misprint had 
accredited her leading role in Inspecting 
Carol to her understudy. 
From this experience, Murillo thinks 
that one of  the important roles the vice 
president for academic affairs is recogniz-
ing not only successful students but also 
lending an ear to those who are struggling.
“There are a lot of  students here, a lot 
of  departments, that aren’t getting recog-
nition,” Murillo, family consumer science, 
said. “I believe that they are doing the 
best they can but it is up to us to let them 
shine.” 
Although Jessica Murillo is a first year 
student with sophomore standing, she be-
lieves she has what it takes to fill the role of  
the VP for academic affairs. 
“I wanted to see how far I could go. 
You know, I’m young and inexperienced 
but does that mean I should stop and not 
learn through it?” Murillo said.
Murillo is not with out any experience 
of  helping others academically; she works 
with the TRiO program here on campus. 
The purpose of  TRiO is to assist and 
support students with disadvantaged back-
grounds by offering academic advising, tu-
toring and other assistance. 
The VP for academic affairs respon-
sibilities include acting as the liaison for 
the BOD to both the Provost and faculty 
senate and serving as chair for the Student 
Academic Senate. Murillo wants to move 
this position forwards by being approach-
able and maintaining an open door policy.
“For the people who still want to talk 
about their grades or the whole process I 
want them to feel at ease, to feel comfort-
able to talk to us,” Murillo said.
Win or lose, Murillo has enjoyed cam-
paigning and believes her running as a 
first year student for a BOD position is 
changing the status quo for the better.
“Hey, at any age you can do anything,” 
Murillo said. “You shouldn’t be afraid to 
fail or suceed.”
When Murillo is not designing dress-
es, studying or helping students through 
TRiO, you can find her blasting “noobs” 
in an online game of  Team Fortress 2 with 
Central Gaming Initiative club.
“Playing video games is really my stress 
reliever,” Murillo said. 
BY evan pappas
Staff Reporter
Kelsie Miller, an RA in Davies Hall and 
part of  the Air Force ROTC, is running 
for the VP for Academic Affairs on the 
BOD. 
New ideas and a strong work ethic are 
part of  what Miller thinks makes her a 
strong candidate for the position. She is 
determined to help promote the BOD’s 
message and to work hard to make a dif-
ference.
“I like serving people, I like getting in-
volved, and I want to see more people get 
involved,” Miller said.
Miller has three main goals for the posi-
tion of  VP for Acadmeic Affairs. The first 
is to increase awareness of  Student Aca-
demic Senate by informing people that 
SAS is a resource for students to get aca-
demic help.
The second is to make sure that fund 
requests are being used to benefit the most 
students possible. 
“I want to make sure that the money 
does the greatest good for the greatest 
number of  students,” Miller said. 
Her third goal is to promote diverse 
majors and programs on campus.
“I believe that everyone should be able 
to find where they belong and do what 
they are passionate about,” Miller said.
Miller has experience in working for 
the university and for the students. 
She was hired last year, as a freshman, 
to be an RA in an upperclassmen hall and 
is continuing with that this year in the Bas-
setis. She takes pride in being able to help 
foster a strong community in Davies Hall.
 “I think being an RA is one of  the 
most personal relationships you build,” 
Miller said.
Miller has also developed strong lead-
ership skills from the ROTC. 
She started Air Force ROTC when she 
came to Central with very little experience 
with the military and last November Mill-
er was awarded the Commander’s Lead-
ership Scholarship.
Miller says that she has high standards 
for her own work, but being awarded the 
scholarship has motivated her to work 
even harder.
“It was just a really big honor and it 
raised the bar to an even higher standard,” 
Miller said. “It was the greatest encour-
agement I ever could have gotten.”
BY Matthew thoMpson
Staff Reporter
After two years of  involvement with the 
BOD, Spencer Flores is ready to throw her 
hat in the ring for the position of  VP for 
equity and community affairs.
“[Students] should vote for me because 
this is my second year of  working in the 
BOD and learning, absorbing the rituals 
of  what needs to be done,” Flores, junior 
environmental studies, said
In her sophomore year, Flores worked 
as the executive assistant for KJ Stilling, 
who at the time, was the VP for equity and 
community affairs. 
This year in her position as the pub-
lic relations director, Flores has worked 
closely with each of  the BOD officers and 
has gotten to know the ins and outs of  the 
BOD office.
“That’s why I switched positions in-
stead of  being the executive assistant 
again,” Flores said. “As a PR director I 
can work with all the officers and see what 
would best fit me and I definitely think eq-
uity and community affairs sits well with 
my values and goals.”
Flores sees the position as not only an 
opportunity to work with students but also 
a chance to diversify the campus and its 
values.
“I believe in equity and I believe we 
should embrace multiculturalism,” Flores 
said. “The [Equity and Services Council] 
really displays that through the different 
organizations and the events they put on.”
Besides her time working with the 
BOD, Flores plans to utilize her experi-
ence as a former bank teller when build-
ing working relationships with other BOD 
officers.
“That really helped me working with 
people that I don’t know on a personal lev-
el but still keeping it professional,” Flores 
said. “I think that will help me in terms of  
working with students but still being relat-
able.”
As the VP for equity and community 
affairs, an officer must act not only as the 
chair of  the Equity and Services Council, 
but also as the liaison between Central 
and the Ellensburg community. 
“We live in Ellensburg and although I 
think that the school is the heart of  Ellens-
burg, we should respect what’s happening 
here outside of  the school,” Flores said. “I 
think it’s important in general to be well 
balanced with your community and your 
school.”
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BY Matthew thoMpson
Staff Reporter
What experience Jesse Hegstrom 
Oakey lacks in terms of  working with the 
Board of  Directors he makes up for with 
his time as a representative for EQuAl on 
the Equity and Service Council.
“I get this really unique position that 
I bring,” Hegstrom Oakey, junior politi-
cal science, said. “I see a lot of  the great 
stuff  that ESC has done this year already 
but I also see a lot of  potential for it to go 
further.”
ESC is made up of  eight different or-
ganizations which advocate for the rights 
of  underrepresented groups. One of  these 
organizations is Equal, which rallies for 
the LGBTQ community.
As a student of  political science with 
specific interests in civil rights, Hegstrom 
Oakey wants to take what he has learned 
about political structures and processes 
and apply them to the position of  VP for 
equity and community affairs.
“It’s important to be a leader oneself  
but  to also encourage others to step up.” 
Hegstrom Oakey said.
One of  the important roles the VP for 
equity and community affairs plays is to 
relay ideas and dialogue between Central 
and the Ellensburg community. This is a 
role which Hegstrom Oakey admits he 
lacks experience in.
“I do have experience working for hous-
ing as the community programmer for 
[Douglas Honors College Living Learning 
Community],” Hegstrom Oakey said. “I 
know a lot about working with communi-
ties and building communities and foster-
ing leadership … and I think that directly 
feeds into the community aspect.”
Even though ESC is much like Student 
Academic Senate, Hegstrom Oakey sees 
the council as under-recognized and aims 
to change that if  he wins this election. 
“Before we get our name out there, I 
think there is a lot we can do back home to 
make ourselves better,” Hegstrom Oakey 
said. “I think we need to focus on fiscal re-
sponsibility and efficiency.”
Hegstrom Oakey sees the role of  VP 
for equity and community affairs as an op-
portunity to unify the unique individuals 
of  this campus.
“The more we look at how different we 
are, I think we realize how similar we are,” 
Hegstrom Oakey said. “Out of  many we 
are one.”
Get to know the students up for elections
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Student collects shoes from the “sole”
BY saMantha MonterreY
Staff Reporter
Natasha Borromeo, senior mathemat-
ics major and international public rela-
tions director for Playing for Kickz, will be 
collecting gently worn tennis shoes for un-
derprivileged children in the Philippines. 
The Playing for Kickz shoe drive will 
run until graduation on June 8.  As the 
international public relations director, 
Borromeo oversees the collection of  shoes 
in the state of  Washington and the distri-
bution of  shoes in the Philippines. This 
August, Borromeo will travel to the Philip-
pines to personally deliver the shoes.
Playing for Kickz is a nonprofi t organi-
zation based out of  Portland. Its mission 
is to motivate youth to become active by 
providing them with tennis shoes. The or-
ganization began with two Warner Pacifi c 
College athletes and a bag full of  tennis 
shoes. 
Nate Holthenrichs is Director of  Op-
erations at Playing for Kickz. 
“I was in my junior year of  college and 
was asked by my coach to clean out the 
locker room,” Holthenrichs said. “By the 
time I got done, I had a bag full probably 
about 40 shoes and I didn’t know what to 
do with it them.”  
Holthenrichs and a former teammate 
thought of  an idea: put the shoes on the 
feet of  people in need, rather than throw 
them away or donate them to Goodwill to 
be resold.
The idea eventually became a success-
ful non-profi t business.
According to Holthenrichs, it goes be-
yond giving underprivliged youth tennis 
shoes. 
“The root of  it is not just about put-
ting shoes on their feet, we want to spark 
a change in someone’s lifestyle or spark a 
change to become active in sports,” Hol-
thenrichs said, “because we realize all the 
benefi ts sports can have physically and in 
your personality.”  
Playing for Kickz also sponsors bas-
ketball camps while distributing shoes, 
inhopes to inspire the youth to become 
athletes and pursue sports. 
Although the organization would like 
to reach youth on a national level, it has 
had a much better response donating used 
footwear abroad. 
“We want to be able to collect shoes for 
both the U.S. and abroad, however, we’ve 
found it diffi cult to donate or give out used 
shoes here in the U.S.,” Holthenrichs said. 
“But we are partnered with the Boys and 
Girls Club and Big Brothers, Big Sisters in 
the Portland area.” 
This is the fi rst Playing for Kickz shoe 
drive at Central. Aside from local efforts, 
the Philippines is currently the non-profi t 
major outlet.
Playing for Kickz has recently part-
nered with several universities in Oregon 
such as Oregon State University. 
Western Washington University’s 
Filipino-American Student Association 
recently selected Playing for Kickz as a 
charity for fundraising for their fi fth An-
nual Filipino Culture Night this May. 
Western personally invited Borromeo 
to give a speech about the organization 
and the shoe drive, but for Borromeo, 
gaining promotion at Central is her fi rst 
step. 
Central student Marcus Harkins 
learned about Playing for Kickz through 
Borromeo and has decided to get involved 
with her shoe drive.
“Playing for Kickz allows students to be 
out and active,” Harkins said. “A huge epi-
demic of  kids are being lazy and staying 
inside. It might, or will, allow them to get 
outside and stay active.”
While he hasn’t specifi cally worked 
with the organization, Harkins gave a 
speech about it in a class and said he has a 
bag full of  shoes waiting for them.
Students who are unsure of  whether 
or not their shoes are too damaged should 
donate them anyway.
According to Holthenrichs, they are 
generally sent to Nike reUSE, where they 
are ground down in a factory. 
The material, Nike grind, is sold to 
build or repair sports surfaces. 
In the future, Playing for Kickz hopes 
to partner with Courts for Kids, an organi-
zation dedicated to building courts in eco-
nomically disadvantaged neighborhoords.
“We really want to use the raw materi-
als and create a court ourselves and not 
have to buy the material back,” Holthen-
richs said.
Regardless of  the condition of  the 
shoes, the org will utilize them. 
“I think Playing for Kickz is a great or-
ganization,” Harkins said. Giving back to 
kids that don’t have the opportunities we 
have over here.
Chimps future hangs on ethical decision
BY patience collier
Staff Reporter
The welfare of  the remaining chim-
panzees at the Chimpanzee and Human 
Communication Institute has been a tense 
issue since last November, when the death 
of  one chimpanzee, Dar, brought the 
group number too low for the animals’ so-
cial well being. 
The psychological welfare of  the chim-
panzees at the CHCI has been in question 
for several months. If  Central does not 
bring in at least three new chimpanzees, 
the two remaining animals will be re-
moved from campus.
Central is one of  two universities in the 
world with the program CHCI offers, so 
the decision Central must now make is 
whether to bring in additional chimpan-
zees, and maintain the program of  re-
search, or allow the two remaining chim-
panzees to be relocated out of  Central’s 
care, to a place where their social needs 
could be met.
Although the physical facility for the 
chimpanzees is owned by Central, the 
animals themselves are under custody of  
Friends of  Washoe, a non-profi t organiza-
tion that has been funding and supporting 
the mission at CHCI since Washoe, the 
fi rst chimpanzee, was brought to Central.
The anthropological research at CHCI 
would be continued with data recorded of  
the chimpanzees while they were in resi-
dence, although original research and pro-
grams teaching students how to care for 
chimpanzees directly would slow or stop. 
Students in the Primate Behavior pro-
gram have been working hard to keep 
Tatu and Loulis, the two chimpanzees 
still living at Central, from being relocat-
ed. Julie Reveles, one of  the caregivers in 
the Primate Behavior program, has been 
reaching out to student groups for support.
“The best possible option for the chim-
panzees is to remain in their home,” Rev-
eles said, explaining that the chimpanzees 
are in their thirties, which is elderly for 
their species. 
“They would have to be sedated, in 
order to move them,” Reveles said. “The 
process would be very stressful for the ani-
mals.”
For Central, though, the question is 
also one of  fi nancial diffi culty. In order 
to keep the chimpanzees, the university 
would need to bring in at least three new 
animals, which would require renovating 
the building where the chimpanzees are 
housed. The project has been projected to 
cost about $1.9 million.
Reveles said that bringing in chim-
panzees without renovating the building 
would be unsafe, because of  the territorial 
nature of  chimpanzees.
“New chimpanzees would need to be 
separated at fi rst,” Reveles said. “It’s a 
very slow integration process.” She added 
the group was not asking for a physical 
expansion of  the building, and that it was 
only the renovation that was necessary for 
the new chimpanzees.
Steve Wagner, associate professor of  
biological sciences and the interim direc-
tor of  primate behavior and ecology, said 
he believes the loss of  the CHCI program 
would negatively impact the Primate Be-
havior program. 
“Students are generally attracted to 
Central by learning about CHCI,” Wag-
ner said. 
Some students in Wagner’s program 
have worked directly with the chimps at 
CHCI. Although Wagner’s students work 
mainly with macaques in China, or wild 
monkeys in South America, he said they 
have benefi ted from their exposure to 
chimpanzees in captivity at CHCI.
“It’s a real partnership,” Wagner said, 
“and CHCI students, they can learn about 
captive primates, and care at CHCI, and 
then they can also explore other oppor-
tunities in the primate program, to study 
primates in the wild.”
Wagner said the inter-disciplinary na-
ture of  the primate behavior program 
means it affects students in other depart-
ments including biology and anthropol-
ogy.
According to Mary Lee Jensvold, the 
director of  CHCI, the question of  what 
course the university should take is largely 
an ethical one.
“This is about the fate of  two individu-
als,” Jensvold said. 
Jensvold worries Central is focusing on 
the fi nancial aspects of  the problem and 
possibly overlooking the ethical aspect of  
the question. Jensvold believes Central has 
a responsibilty to the chimpanzees, since 
they cannot speak for themselves. 
“Tatu and Loulis have been on this 
campus since 1980,” Jensvold said. “And 
then at the end of  their life, to go ‘Oh well, 
we can’t afford to have you here anymore,’ 
what does that teach people? What does 
that teach students?”
Playing for Kickz
 For more information visit:
 playingforkickz.org -or-
 facebook.com/playing4kicks
 For donations, call: 
Natasha Borromeo 
(425) 327-8752 
Primate Awareness
 Week Event
 
What: Speaker 
 Who: Marc Bekoff 
 When: May 1, 2013
 Where: Black 152
 Time:5:30 p.m.
KICKZ  Borromeo will collect new or gently used shoes for underprivliaged youth.
ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER
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Melissa villasenor
campus activ iti es presents 
comedy night with
  
 
 
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Accommodations: 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu.
Friday, may 10th, 2013
8 pm Surc theatre
$3 for cwu students with id, $7 gA
Central Washington university
FAMILY WEEKEND
sponsored by campus activities as a part of
impressionist on 
FrankTV   
Finalist on America’s 
Got Talent 
Voice-overs on Family Guy 
& Adventure Time   
Tickets :  cwu.edu/tickets
 info:  cwu.edu/campus-li fe
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BY evan pappas
Staff Reporter
Through his work on the Residence 
Hall Association, Scott Kazmi has been 
motivated to help improve student life on 
campus, which is why he is running for VP 
for Student Life and Facilities.
“I just like making student life better 
here on campus and I’ve noticed some 
problems with the current state of  student 
life that I feel I can change within a period 
of  three quarters,” Kazmi said.
Kazmi worked with RHA to promote 
events like Zombie Zone and See Saw-a-
thon. Part of  what Kazmi feels qualifi es 
him for the position has been his work 
with RHA for the past two years and his 
relationships with the staff  who run the 
facilities on campus.
“I really think I’m qualifi ed because I 
know the people I would be working with 
and I’d just be fostering existing relation-
ships rather than building new ones,” Ka-
zmi said.
Kazmi describes running for a BOD 
position as an opportunity worth taking, 
stating that the motivations behind his de-
cisions are purely in the interests of  better-
ing campus life.
“Some people just take the opportunity 
because it looks like a good thing on a re-
sume,” Kazmi said. “I look at it as though 
it’s a good opportunity to make a change 
while I’m here.” 
Kazmi hopes to change the way Dining 
Services operates. Kazmi wants to look at 
the different dining services around cam-
pus and see what works in order to help 
improve student life.
“Tell the Dining Services administra-
tion basically what the students really like 
and what the students don’t like, and fi g-
ure out what we can do to make what the 
students don’t like to go away, and build 
on what the students do like,” Kazmi said.
If  elected, Kazmi hopes to gain experi-
ence working with people in order to build 
a greater understanding of  the student 
body. 
“Just learning about people, learning 
how to learn about people, and how to 
identify what they need the most,” Kazmi 
said.
BY evan pappas
Staff Reporter
Currently working as an event orga-
nizer for the BOD and part of  the ROTC, 
Corey Poston is running for VP for Stu-
dent Life and Facilities.
ROTC has helped Poston fi nd his path 
to leadership. He was always the quiet 
leader who led by example, but ROTC 
has helped him become a more vocal and 
upfront leader.
“ROTC is one of  those ways that I’ve 
found my niche that I got into and this is 
just another step to being the leader that I 
want to be.” Poston said.
Poston was recruited to the BOD of-
fi ce because he suggested an initiative to 
Kelsey Furstenwerth, the current VP for 
Student Life and Facilities.
“One of  the reasons that I got recruited 
to the offi ce was because I suggested the 
Go Green Bike Initiative to the current 
VP, and then she recruited me onto her 
team,” Poston said. “So that kinda got me 
in the offi ce and looking to better the stu-
dent experience on campus.” 
The main facility Poston wants to work 
on is parking. His goal is to have a park-
ing structure on campus that can accom-
modate people with handicaps so they are 
able to make it around campus quickly 
and easily. A professor of  Poston’s was un-
able to show up on some days because of  
a heart condition and because he couldn’t 
fi nd parking close enough to class.
“You shouldn’t have to cancel class be-
cause a professor can’t make it or be ac-
commodated,” Poston said.
Leadership positions are what Poston 
feels can help him connect with the stu-
dents, the people that he hopes to be rep-
resenting.
“I want people to be able to walk up 
to me and say ,‘Hey what’s going on with 
this? Is it being fi xed?’ and be able to tell 
them what’s going on with the university, 
as well as advocating for new student pro-
grams with the RHA,” Poston said.
Finding a way to make the BOD and 
RHA work cohesively together to help 
save money for students and to help the 
turnout rates for events grow is something 
Poston wants to work on as well.
“If  we merge our ideas and our wallets 
we can save the students money as well as 
make those events better,” Poston said.
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The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less 
from readers on current issues. Please include your full 
name and university affiliation: year and major, degree 
and year graduated, or staff position and department. 
To be printed in the following week’s issue, please e-mail 
your letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. 
Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit 
for style and length. All letters become property of The 
Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
Dear Readers,
Derek shuck     
Orientation editor
The State Auditor’s letter concerning 
the Administration “Fee” does not save 
the students any money. The statement 
that it will is either the result of  wishful 
thinking or the most bold-faced lie I have 
heard all year. If  S&A is no longer charged 
for services it uses (freeloading, mooching, 
there’s a wide assortment of  distasteful 
synonyms available), these costs do not 
magically disappear. 
To make up for the difference caused 
by S&A ceasing to pay its fair share, ei-
ther services will have to be cut or others 
will pick up our tab. The first option takes 
away from what makes Central strong, 
and the second is sub optimal, as the pos-
sible replacement sources of  funds are 
likely funded partially by students. 
This is why the claim that students 
have been saved money is a failure in logi-
cal reasoning. While S&A will receive a 
credit, the students still indirectly pay the 
same bill. If  the State Auditor’s Office’s in-
terpretation of  the law is correct (I am not 
yet convinced that it is), this only means 
that the law should be updated so S&A 
can pay.
The students’ best interests are not 
served by an S&A chair who has diligently 
avoided any appearance of  professional 
restraint and doggedly pursues a restora-
tion of  the days before S&A had to pay for 
what it uses. 
This is an irresponsible goal and it can 
be negated through truth, and a public 
expectation that Isa Loeb abandon her 
inappropriate crusade for attention. As a 
student, I’m tired of  the act. 
--Matthew Baird, CWU sophomore
Dear Editor,
Jeanette GensOn  
scene editor
Back in 1985, Steve knew before he met Missy that he would marry her. Not because of  her 
Facebook profile picture or funny tweets, 
but because he saw her face-to-face every 
day where they worked. 
Asking her out wasn’t a matter of  a 
simple text, he had 
to find her office, 
know when she 
would be there and 
speak words. Phew, 
that sounds exhaust-
ing. 
Today, finding 
out about someone 
is as easy as finding 
their social network. 
The face of  dat-
ing has morphed 
into a digital ex-
perience, which 
means our genera-
tion has the respon-
sibility of  creating 
the rules of  this 
new landscape. 
That first text 
is almost as nerve 
wracking as the 
first date, and 
many times you are 
left in the dark as to 
how a message was 
received. 
Why haven’t they texted back?
Are they ignoring me?
Am I being annoying?
Are they having sex with someone right 
this second?
Communication these days goes at 
warp speed, so when we don’t receive an 
instant response, we assume the worst. 
Most of  us have heard our parents talk 
about the good ole days when couples 
could only talk when they saw each other, 
which sounds dreadful. But is it? 
Modern relationships have constant 
pressure to frequently communicate, 
which can lead to disappointment that our 
parents didn’t have to deal with. But there 
are pros to texting, like throwing in an ‘lol’ 
to lighten awkward conversations. 
And what’s the deal with Facebook?
There are unspoken rules to the world 
of  social media that we feel have not been 
answered. 
How soon is it to like their status up-
date?
Can you comment on a picture from 
2007?
When do you go…Facebook official?
In our parent’s day, they called it going 
steady. Now the language has changed a 
bit, and going Facebook official is the first 
big step. 
Knowing when it is acceptable to make 
that move, and requesting before discuss-
ing is a major faux pas. Some people are 
happier with a private relationship, while 
others want to show the world their love. 
There is no right or wrong answer 
to when you should go ‘offish,’ but talk-
ing it out and listening to your partner’s 
thoughts is a must. 
Getting the friends’ approval is also a 
different game. These days, it’s hard to 
keep a budding relationship quiet. Your 
friends immediately notice when you start 
texting someone, or when you start dou-
ble-tapping a cutie’s Instagram pictures. 
The second you mention a new name, 
your best friends will promptly Facebook 
the newcomer, and quickly—and some-
times unjustly—make strong opinions. 
Why is there a girl in their profile pic-
ture?
Why is he unemployed?
Why does his pet have a Facebook?
There is an abundance of  personal in-
formation posted on social networks, mak-
ing it easy for anyone to learn about and 
judge a person. Sometimes this can be too 
much for a new relationship, and the old-
fashioned way of  meeting the friends can 
still be the way to go. 
Twitter is a beast of  its own when it 
comes to dating. It only takes 140 char-
acters to ruin a good thing. Whether it’s 
a passive aggressive retweet or a hashtag 
from hell, tweeting can cause a lot of  
trouble.
 A common occurrence is the infamous 
‘subtweet,’ a form of  public humiliation 
through tweeting overly personal or emo-
tional thoughts about someone in particu-
lar for everyone to see—without tagging 
them.
Subtweeting is a release that rarely 
helps a situation, especially in terms of  
dating. To avoid this awkward interaction, 
make sure to tell your significant other 
how you feel before tweeting it, and if  they 
don’t respond, subtweet away.
Breaking up used to mean that person 
was out of  your life, but now it’s complete-
ly different, thanks to social media.
Why am I Facebook friends with all of  
their friends?
Why do I still want to Facebook stalk 
them?
Why do I feel the need to bitch every 
time they post something?
Why are they all of  a sudden friends 
with 50 other dudes?
Moving on can be difficult when you 
are still constantly getting updates on their 
life, and it can be even more difficult if  
they move on before you are prepared to 
see it.
 It’s important to not let Facebook rule 
your break up, so if  you need the space 
from your ex, hit the ‘unfriend’ button, 
and don’t tap back. 
After all, our parents didn’t have to deal 
with this shit, why should we?
#WeNeedToSeeOtherPeople
ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER
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Long Distance Lovin’   
By Alyssa
 Foland, 
Staff Rep
orter   
Hey babe, wanna 
Skype at 7 tonight?
Works for me! :)
Love you!
graphics by seth lonborg/observer
Chadwick Makela 
and his girlfriend met at Freak-
Night in Seattle two years ago. Since 
they go to different schools, they only 
see each other in person every few 
months. Technology has benefited their 
relationship; they text and Skype every 
day. 
“We always talk about how it’s kind 
of  like a blessing in disguise, because 
the time we do spend together, like 
when she comes up to visit, it’s so much 
more,” said Makela, senior studio arts 
major. “We take advantage of  it. We 
don’t take it for granted.” 
His girlfriend of  almost one year, 
Piper Porter is a freshman music busi-
ness major, is at Santa Barbara City 
College. 
Communication technology has 
made it easier for college students to 
have relationships over great distances. 
Skype, Facebook, Instagram and other 
social media tools give students the abil-
ity to see what people are doing and to 
stay in constant communication.
“We Skype a lot actually—probably 
at least two hours a day on Skype,” 
Makela said. “Probably even more just 
because we both get home from school 
and then we just get on Skype and 
make dinner. We’ll watch Netflix series’ 
together over Skype, so we’ll be watch-
ing the same parts at the same time and 
we’ll be Skyping each other about it.” 
Constant communication is key to 
their relationship, and technology has 
made that possible. 
“We talk about liter-
ally 
e v e r y t h i n g , ” 
Makla said. “Any fears or 
doubts aren’t left untouched, be-
cause it just doesn’t work with distance.”
Andrew Mason, junior pre-medical 
major, is also in a long distance rela-
tionship. His girlfriend, nutrition ma-
jor Cassie Wood, is from Central but 
is studying at the Disney College Pro-
gram in Florida. 
Both Wood and Mason said they 
think they would still be in a relation-
ship without the technological tools 
they have now, but it would be very dif-
ferent. 
“I think it would have been much 
more difficult by far,” Wood said. 
“There would have been a lot of  slow 
slow letters.” 
Mason, Wood and Makela agree 
their relationships include a lot of  trust. 
Both couples know there will be a lot of  
distance throughout their relationships, 
so a good sense of  trust is necessary. 
Mason said Wood gets back in May, 
but he will be leaving for Africa to work 
in a clinic soon after. Wood said you 
have to be patient and understanding 
about the other person’s schedule in 
long distance relationships and realize 
you won’t always be able to see 
them when you 
want to. 
Nelson Pichardo, 
sociology and ethnic studies 
professor, said that although technol-
ogy has opened these possibilities, it has 
also become a way for people to change 
the way they are 
perceived by others, because 
it’s a very visual medium.
“You’re compromising and cheating 
yourself  of  the benefits of  a true rela-
tionship,” Pichardo said. “Technology 
cannot replace human interaction. It 
can enhance it, but it cannot replace it.”
Pichardo thinks technology contrib-
utes to a culture of  lying because the 
interactions aren’t necessarily real. He 
feels it doesn’t allow for intimacy and 
doesn’t allow for a proper and full ex-
pression of  what human relationships 
should be like.
“Relationships cannot be maintained, 
in my mind, through artificial techno-
logical means,” Pichardo 
said. 
Pichardo offers this advice to students 
who are dealing with heartbreak: 90 per-
cent of  life is showing up, and if  you’re 
not ‘showing up’ in a relationship, there 
is nowhere for the relationship to go. 
As for Wood, Makela and Mason, 
all of  the potential barriers to their re-
lationships are part of  making it work. 
“You face different obstacles in 
a long distance relationship that you 
wouldn’t normally when you live right 
next to each other,” Wood said. “So it 
grows because we learn how to deal 
without being able to talk to each other 
all the time.” 
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You wouldn’t give this creep your car or home keys, so why would 
you email him your password or personal information?
Just because he asked for it?
BY MarGauX MasseY
staff reporter
The clang of  metal on metal awaits 
those who choose to attend “A Stage Com-
bat Showcase: A Night at the Fights” this 
weekend. 
The production, according to George 
Bellah, professor of  theater arts, was put 
together to honor Central Washington 
University alum David Boushey. 
Apart from being a Central alum, 
Boushey founded 
the Society of  
American Fight 
Directors and the 
United Stuntmen’s 
Association.  He 
has given university 
scholarships and 
multiple opportuni-
ties to students get-
ting their bachelor’s 
of  fi ne arts in per-
formance.
Boushey “not only has a connection to 
the university as an alum, [he] also was my 
mentor and teacher for 30 years,” Bellah 
said. “We wanted to coordinate the dedi-
cation of  the armory with this production 
as a way to honor him.”
The reason for this performance is to 
honor Boushey for his recent donation of  
stage weaponry.  Before the show on open-
ing night, there will be a ceremony dedi-
cating the armory to Boushey.
The performance will consist of  two 
short acts, each with about six scenes. The 
actors, who are mostly students, will play 
multiple roles in various scenes. 
The scenes were selected from a variety 
of  periods and different plays in order to 
showcase different weapons. 
“People will see fi ghts with broad-
swords, fi ghts with knives, fi ghts with rapi-
ers and fi ghts with sabers,” Bellah said.  
There is also a scene from Robin Hood, 
which features 
the entire cast 
of  that scene 
fi ghting with 
quarterstaffs. 
Even with 
all of  the dif-
ferent weapons 
used, the cast 
favorite ap-
pears to be the 
broadswords.
“ B r o a d -
sword is a 
blast,” said Monica Domena, a junior 
theater performance arts major who plays 
both Joan of  Arc and Aspatia in the per-
formance.  
Skyler Gahley, sophomore theater per-
formance major, who plays Maid Marian 
in the performance, said her favorite part 
was “the moment George [Bellah] told me 
I would be wielding two broadswords.” 
Bellah said part of  the goal in cho-
reographing all the scenes with different 
weapons was to give the students a chance 
to apply their training as well as give them 
an opportunity to stage fi ghts which they 
directed and choreographed. 
“It should be entertaining for people to 
see how we do what we do with weapons 
and see the students’ work showcased,” 
Bellah said.
Not only are the students acting, but 
some of  them choreographed the scenes. 
One student, senior theater generalist ma-
jor Lloyd Peña, is even directing a scene.
Peña is directing a scene called ‘Maid’s 
Tragedy,’ and said it was his favorite part 
of  the production.
“It freaked me out for a while and I lost 
some sleep over it, but it’s come together,” 
Peña said.  “It’s cool to see how far it’s 
come.
Drew Gibbs, a senior theater perfor-
mance major who plays Shakebay, Friar 
Tuck, Sir Guy and Verrezzi, says his fa-
vorite part came after they developed the 
fi ghts.
“There are little moves you can do to 
really bring the character to life,” Gibbs 
said.
The actors are excited for people to see 
the production they have worked so hard 
on.  Peña said that he is excited for people 
to not only see the scene he directed, but 
the fi ght where he gets to use two broad-
swords. 
He is fi ne with the fact that he always 
plays a villain who loses in every fi ght he 
is cast—he even fi nds it fun.  He is also 
excited for people to see the fi ghts in gen-
eral, saying the theater department usu-
ally does contemporary shows and that it 
has been a long time since they’ve done a 
sword show.
Gahley says she is excited for people to 
see the scenes from Robin Hood, “because 
everybody knows it.” 
Domena said she is excited for people 
to see the variety of  fi ght scenes.
“People are underestimating what the 
show will be like,” Domena said.  “We 
have everything.” 
Gibbs agreed, adding that he couldn’t 
wait to see how people react to all the dif-
ferent fi ghts. 
Some students are already planning on 
attending.  Cole “Ziggy” Ziegler, junior 
technical theater major, said he is going 
because he knows everyone who is per-
forming and he wants to support them. 
He says that people going can expect to 
see “good, well-taught stage combat.”
 
Alum returns for a friendly  ght
Central sword players show o  newly donated weapons
It should be entertaining for peo-
ple to see how we do what we do with 
weapons, and see the students’ work 
showcased.“ “
-George Bellah
Theater arts professor
Show information:
April 26 & 27 at 7:30 p.m. - April 28 at 2 
p.m.  
Tower Theater $10 general admission, $8 
for seniors and $7 for students with ID.  
Purchase tickets at the Wildcat Shop, 
Welcome Center, by phone (ext 1429) or at 
cwu.edu/theater/tickets
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CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: CDS@cwu.edu
WWW.CWU.EDU/DINING
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Cash price $12.35 + tax.
Regular meal plan prices apply.
Brunch
MAY 12, 2013 
SUNDAY
Holmes Dining Room
10:00 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.
COM 468 
Professor Cynthia Mitchell
    mitchelc@cwu.edu
Join our award winning staff!
/CWUobserver
@CWUobserver
Try your hand at reporting, writing feature articles, 
and photographing events. You can gain real-world 
experience and get published while earning credit!  
                      All majors are welcome! 
BY aDaM WILsOn
staff reporter
One of  the Wellness Center’s biggest 
goals is to spread awareness on the impor-
tance of  preventing sexual assaults. They 
aim to do this through a rock concert.
Rock Against Rape 2013 will be the 
fi fth year Central Washington University 
has hosted the event, which mixes free mu-
sic performances with educational mes-
sages about sexual assault and rape.
“I think that it gives a different taste,” 
said health educator Alice Bowman. 
“Things that peo-
ple would normally 
go to for fun now 
have purpose.”
Bowman has 
worked with the 
Wellness Center 
since she was a 
student at Central, 
and has been in-
volved with Rock 
Against Rape for 
the past three years. 
According to Bowman, more students at-
tend every year.  Last year, about 400 stu-
dents attended.
Bowman promises a completely new 
setup for the event, which will be held 
inside the SURC Ballroom.  The event 
will continue tradition by offering free 
food and t-shirts to those who visit all the 
booths.
“It allows students to educate them-
selves and advocate on behalf  of  victims 
in nontraditional ways,” Bowman said.
This year’s festivities include three 
performers, two of  whom are new to the 
event.  One artist, Alex Mabey, is a student 
at Central.  Though she is a senior, this 
is her fi rst experience with Rock Against 
Rape.
“I just transferred here in the fall,” Ma-
bey said. “I’m just new to all the events 
going on.”
Though Mabey usually gets paid to 
perform her music, 
which she describes 
as indie, her per-
formance at Rock 
Against Rape will 
be voluntary.
“I want to touch 
people—that’s my 
main reason in 
playing music,” 
Mabey said. “If  I 
can leave a mark on 
them, I’ve defi nitely 
done my job. I want to say the words for 
people that can’t fi nd a way to say it.”
Other artists performing include indie 
artist Sad Little Men and Seattle-based 
funk band Tip the Base.
Health educator Andrea Easlick be-
lieves a rock concert is a great method of  
conveying the message to college students.
“I think that music can bring a lot of  
different people together,” Easlick said. 
“Really, it’s kinda the draw.”
Easlick is the interim director 
at the Wellness Cen-
ter and has helped 
coordinate Rock 
Against Rape 
since the fi rst year 
Central hosted 
it.  She got the 
idea while study-
ing for her master’s 
at Grand Valley State 
University in Michigan. 
The university also had a 
similar event.
“I think it does put it in a 
light that’s easier to talk about 
it versus being in a classroom,” 
Easlick said. “I think the way the 
information is presented and the 
atmosphere that’s created makes 
it easier for people to talk about.”
In addition to the music perfor-
mances, there will be an art com-
petition and several on-campus 
organizations providing educa-
tional activities throughout the day. 
These clubs include Equality through 
Queers and Allies, Abuse Support and 
Prevention Education Now, Center for 
Diversity and Social Justice, Feminist Ma-
jority Leadership Association, and the 
Roller Derby Club.
“It’s a really great way for them to 
show everybody else that it’s not just about 
them and the group that they rep-
resent,” Easlick said.  “We’re 
not just all pigeon-holed into 
these one single issues.”
In past years, feedback 
about Rock Against Rape 
has been overwhelmingly 
positive, according to 
Easlick.
“We’ve had 
some really 
good anec-
dotal feed-
back in the 
past saying 
‘this is the 
greatest thing 
I’ve ever expe-
rienced’ or ‘every-
one needs to come to 
this,’” Easlick said.
At the end of  the day, 
the Wellness Center hopes 
attendees come out of  it 
with more knowledge 
about sexual assault and 
rape and what they can do 
to prevent it.
“That’s all that we really 
hope for,” Easlick said.
Rock against rape offers more than just music
It allows students to edu-
cate themselves and advo-
cate on behalf of victims in 
nontraditionsal ways.“ “
-ALICE BOWMAN
Health educator
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BY Madison Mcclausland
Copy Editor
Last Thursday on the SURC patio, 
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals hosted 
the annual Spring Symposium, which 
included live music, mini clinics, ven-
dor booths and grub. 
One of  the live bands, Fight or 
Flight, entertained the audience with 
their indie rock style. Colin Robinson, 
senior creative writing major, was hap-
py with the music. 
“Sometimes Emerson sounds like 
Dave Matthews,” Robinson said. “It 
was my first time hearing them play, 
but I wish I would have a long time 
ago.” 
The band consists of  lead singer 
and guitarist Emerson Folker, bassist 
and backup vocalist Jon Mintz, and Ar-
thur Lang on the drums. 
All of  the band members have ex-
perience and history with music. Folker 
started playing piano at age 6 and be-
came interested in the guitar at age 12. 
Mintz started playing the tuba at age 
10 and has experimented with other 
instruments ever since. Lang has been 
playing the drums for 15 years, and 
picked up the guitar in high school. 
Both Folker and Lang taught them-
selves how to play their instruments. 
Fight or Flight has been together for 
a little over a year. 
“We got started in 2012 when we 
met through a mutual friend, Justin 
Abts, and found out we were all musi-
cians, started jamming and were like 
yeahyuh,” Folker said. The boys have 
several inspirations for their music and 
style including Pearl Jam, John Mayer, 
Red Hot Chili Peppers and electronic 
music. 
“The Old Schoolhouse Brewery in 
Winthrop was our favorite venue be-
cause of  the great atmosphere and en-
ergetic crowd,” Folker said. 
Fight or Flight took several months 
to decide on their band name. 
“We thought and debated about it 
for over six months,” Lang said. “While 
brainstorming at our kitchen table we 
came up with Fight or Flight. Emerson 
was hesistant at first, but then it stuck.” 
Fight or Flight played a vairety of  
songs at the Spring Symposium includ-
ing “I am a Robot,” “Sail” and “When 
the Wolf  Cries.” The event was Antho-
ny Boreher’s second time seeing Fight 
or Flight. 
“Their song, “When the Wolf  
Cries,” gives off  a good vibe,” Boreher, 
a sophomore exercise science major 
said.  
Rachael Sweetman, Central alum, 
came back to campus to rock out with 
the band. 
“Fight or Flight is upbeat, and has a 
great stage presence,” Sweetman said. 
“Not only do they play good music, 
they are good people.” 
Fight or Flight will be moving to 
Portland, OR. this summer to create 
a bigger fan base, travel and test their 
luck in the music scene. The band 
has been saving and sacrificing for the 
move. 
“I recently sold my car for a band 
van and a new bass so it’s possible for 
us to travel,” Mintz said. 
The band will also be working on 
releasing an E.P. within the next few 
months. 
ROCK’N OUT College band Fight or Flight have been playing locally for over a year.
TylEr BElan/oBsErvEr
Local band ‘fights’ for the spotlight
OPR’s Spring Symposium offered something for everyone last week on the east patio
BY cHloE RaMBERG
staff reporter
Two of  Central Washing-ton University’s bright-
est stars are making their mark 
in the downtown Ellensburg art 
scene.
Ross Quesnell, senior visual art educa-
tion major, and Naomi Trego, a graduate 
student in studio art, both began intern-
ships at the 420 Loft Art Gallery in Dec. 
2012.
Mollie Edson has owned the 420 build-
ing since 2006. She began fi xing it up and 
renting it out to tenants when she decided 
to turn it into an art gallery. Having grad-
uated from Central with a political science 
degree, Edson needed interns who had 
more of  an art background.
“Both Ross and Naomi have different 
styles and different experiences,” Edson 
said. “They work great together.”
Some of  their duties as interns include 
helping display, setting up shows, changing 
artwork once a month, contacting artists 
and picking pieces.
Edson said she feels fortunate that both 
Quesnell and Trego approached her for 
possible internship opportunities. They 
have each been very successful in their ar-
eas of  expertise.
Quesnell has been the recipient of  mul-
tiple awards, including the George Still-
man Two-Dimensional Award, and the 
Northwest Water Color Society Award.
“He’s what you would call an art school 
rockstar,” Edson said.
For the past year, Quesnell has been 
working closely with the downtown com-
munity and artists. He was hired by local 
artist Jane Orleman to work with her late 
husband Richard 
Elliott’s collec-
tion.
“Dick and 
Jane” are known 
in the down-
town community 
for their house 
on Pearl Street, 
which they cre-
ated into an art 
feature with elab-
orate sculptures 
and various other pieces.
Richard Elliott was a famous artist, and 
Quesnell wanted to display pieces of  his 
work in the 420 Loft.
At fi rst, Jane Orleman politely declined 
the offer. Quesnell took the extra step and 
created a 3D gallery with Dick’s work in 
Google Sketch-Up. He was able to show 
Orleman exactly what the gallery would 
look like, and how the pieces would be dis-
played. 
“It totally sold her on the idea,” 
Quesnell said.
For his efforts, Quesnell will curate the 
Richard C. Elliott Art Exhibit at the 420 
Loft from May 3 to May 31.
The exhibit is a large accomplishment, 
as the curator has sole responsibility of  
choosing the art pieces and deciding how 
they will be displayed.
“People think you come in and just 
throw pictures on a wall,” Quesnell said.
Quesnell will not only be displaying the 
pieces, but cre-
ating labels and 
deciding on the 
formats as well.
Trego has 
also had her fair 
share of  experi-
ences in the art 
world. She re-
ceived her bach-
elor’s in studio 
art from Seattle 
Pacifi c Universi-
ty and is continuing her education at Cen-
tral. She is very involved in not only uni-
versity events, but also in the community.
“I wanted to get involved in events 
off  campus and around the community,” 
Trego said.
Trego has been involved in the Cen-
tral Washington Quilt Show and Kittitas 
County Barn Quilt Trail Dedication. 
The show includes over 40 barn quilts 
from around the state and over 3,000 peo-
ple are expected for the big opening this 
weekend.
There will be a bike tour where indi-
viduals will be able to view all the barns 
that have these quilts displayed on them.
“It’s meant to be something that people 
can see on their own,” Trego said.
Trego has also been working closely 
with 4H students at the fairgrounds for 
various art projects related to this event 
and others.
Trego put a lot of  energy to the behind-
the-scenes work, and wanted to tie the dis-
play in the 420 Loft to the barn quilt proj-
ect. She was responsible for choosing the 
pieces that are currently displayed in the 
gallery, which are various pieces of  fabric 
art by Yakima artist Deborah Ann.
Both Trego and Quesnell have high 
hopes for their future and are on their way 
to accomplishing their goals. 
Trego’s ideal job is to be an art teacher, 
preferably for middle school students, who 
she says are “full of  energy.” She wants to 
share and teach art to the younger genera-
tion.
Quesnell enjoyed working in museum 
studies and also likes working in galleries 
but has a different goal.
“I want to be a full-time artist,” 
Quesnell said.
Edson believes in both of  her interns 
and is confi dent they will achieve all their 
goals.
“Both Naomi and Ross put a lot of  
time and energy into their projects; I hope 
people understand the level of  intricacy 
that goes into their work,” Edson said.
Students take interning to a whole new level at 420 Loft
Both Ross and Naomi 
have different experiences. 
They work great together.“ “
-MOLLIE EDSON
420 Loft owner
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Central washington university
FAMILY WEEKEND
may 10-12, 2013
t i c k e t s  o n  s a l e !
  
 
 
Sponsored by Campus Life. 
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. 
Accommodations: 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu.
Tickets & Info
www.cwu.edu/campus-li fe
Advance ti ckets also 
ava i lable at the Wi ld cat Shop
Melissa VillasenorNelly’s echo
campus activities presents
Comedy Night with Melissa Villasenor
central theatre ensemble presents 
Jesus Christ Superstar
Farmers Market
chimpanzee and human 
communication institute presents
Chimposiums
university recreation
group fitness presents
Outdoor Zumba
sarah spurgeon gallery presents
2013 Juried student Art Exhibition
dining services presents
Mothers Day Brunch featuring 
live music from Nelly’s Echo
Outdoor zumba
APRIL 
27th
9 am - 1 pm
check-in at 8:00 am
SURC
EAST PATIO
YAKIMA RIVER
CLEANUP
A N N UA L4 0t h
Help clean up the Yakima River Canyon! Projects will include trail 
restorat on, tr e planting, l ter removal and campsite renovation. 
Volunteers will also receive free snacks and pizza!
For more information or to make arrangements for disability accommodations, 
call 509.963.1643 or for hearing impaired, TDD 509.963.2143. AA/EEO/Title IX Institution
APRIL 
27th
9 am - 1 pm
check-in at 8:00 am
SURC
EAST PATIO
YAKIMA RIVER
CLEANU
A N N UA L4 0t h
Help clean up the Yakima River Canyon! Projects will include trail 
restoration, tree planting, litter removal and campsite renovation. 
Volunteers will also receive free snacks and pizza!
For more information or to make arrangements for disability accommodations, 
call 509.963.1643 or for hearing impaired, TDD 509.963.2143. AA/EEO/Title IX Institution
FOR MORE INFORMATION contact Center for Leadership and 
Community Engagement: 509-963-1850 or cwu.edu/leadership-engage
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: 509-963-1850 or CDS@cwu.edu
BY JoE coluccio
staff reporter
Hospitality was not on the menu for 
GNAC rivals, as conference foes came 
fl ooding into Tomlinson Stadium for the 
Spike Arlt Invitational. 
Both Central’s men’s and women’s teams 
came away with fi rst place fi nishes, crushing 
the competition.
Sophomore Tayler Fettig tied her own 
school record in the women’s high jump, 
while senior Bryan Mack broke a meet re-
cord in the men’s triple jump.
 Fettig cleared the 1.75 meter mark while 
Mack marked his season-best jump with a 
leap of  15.06 meters.
Central men’s team came away with 295 
points while beating second place Pacifi c 
Lutheran by an impressive 165 margin. 
The women’s team, also placing fi rst, 
racked up 266 points, twice the points scored 
by second place Pacifi c Lutheran University.
“The whole team is getting to the level 
now, performance wise, to be at our poten-
tial,” head coach Kevin Adkisson said. “We 
are at that point where the weather is more 
cooperative, and people are capable of  
making some pretty impressive marks.”
The Wildcats exerted their dominance 
against conference rivals, taking away 27 
fi rst place fi nishes out of  the possible 39 
events that took place over the weekend.
Adding to the excitement of  the home 
meet were the records set by a few Wildcats. 
Mack, along with his triple jump perfor-
mance, was second in the 100-meter hurdles 
and third in the long jump. 
“You look at what’s been done here over 
the years, there were some pretty good [re-
cords] out there,” Adkisson said. “It is really 
nice when you can have a Central name in 
the record books. It is always great seeing 
people meeting their potential.”
Although just a sophomore, Fettig has 
become a force in the GNAC this season. 
Seeing her name being added to the re-
cord books just adds another memorable 
experience to an already unforgettable year.
“[Breaking the record] was a blessing,” 
Fettig said. “I was glad I could do it in front 
of  people who came to watch me.”
Fettig, who came into this weekend’s 
event nursing a sore hamstring, has been on 
a tear in recent weeks. 
Currently ranked fi fth in the nation in 
the high jump, Fettig continues to look to 
better her performances despite all of  her 
success.
“I watch fi lms [of  past jumps] over and 
over again to critique myself  and study what 
I have been doing,” Fettig said. “It helps me 
see where I need to improve.”
Up next for the Wildcats is a trip up to 
Bellingham for the WWU Twilight Invita-
tional, hosted by rival Western, and Adkis-
son is positive that his team can continue 
their string of  success and build off  of  their 
strong showing.
“When you get to this point of  the sea-
son you can literally go to a meet and every 
person on the team could set a personal re-
cord,” Adkisson said. “That is the best part 
about track and fi eld. Everybody comes 
home and everyone had something positive 
to take away.”
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‘Taylered’ to success
Tayler Fettig ties school record in high jump while men’s 
and women’s teams  nish  rst at Spike Arlt Invitational
LEAP OF FAITH  Sophomore Tayler Fettig leaps over the bar in the women’s high jump at the Spike Arlt Invitational, which was held in Tomlinson Stadium on Friday and Saturday. 
ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER
CLEAN START  The CWU men’s team totaled 295 points and more than doubled second-place 
Pacific Lutheran University. The women also doubled the Lutes team in scoring and finished first.
ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER
NEXT ON THE SCHEDULE
WWU Twilight @ Bellingham                         4/26
Duane Hartman @ Spokane                           4/27
GNAC Multi-Event @ Monmouth, OR               4/29
UW Ken Shannon @ Seattle                     5/4
GNAC Championships @ Monmouth, OR          5/10
BY EVan THoMPson
sports Editor
 @evanthompson_11 
Collaboration and integration  are the 
keys to unlocking the full potential of  Central 
Washington athletics, according to freshly 
minted Athletic Director Dennis Francois.
Central announced on Monday that 
Francois, the associate athletic director for 
external affairs at Drake University in Des 
Moines, Iowa, will suceed current incumbent 
Jack Bishop, and will begin his new position 
on June 17.
“I’m just really looking forward to getting 
out there and getting my feet on the ground,” 
Francois said. “The biggest thing there is to 
sit down and really dig into all the intricacies 
of  the department and a lot of  that is going 
to be meeting with a lot of  different individu-
als and really getting to know them.” 
Francois, who earned a Ph.D in sports 
administration from the University of  New 
Mexico, believes that if  the student body and 
the student athletes at Central can integrate 
and support one another, the community will 
jump on board with them.
“It’s not just a one-way street where you 
come to us,” Francois said. “But our student 
athletes also have to make sure that we’re be-
ing involved and integrating them with the 
student body... 
“If  we’re doing the things that we need 
to do in order to be successful, then I’m con-
fi dent that the community will rally behind 
the university and it will become a source of  
pride for the community.”
Football will return as the Great North-
west Athletic Conference champion, volley-
ball competed in the national championships 
in Hawaii, and spring sports such as baseball 
and softball have had breakout years.
Central’s club sports have also risen to na-
tional prominence. Men’s rugby is currently 
competing in the prestigious Varsity Cup, 
wrestling fi nished fi fth at the national cham-
pionships, and the wakeboard team will be 
aired on CBS Network in July. The list goes 
on.
“It’s phenomenal, fi rst of  all, to see the 
prominence of  the rugby program,” Fran-
cois said. “I know wrestling is defi nitely do-
ing well as well, which of  course as a former 
wrestler, I love to see that.”
Francois beat out an initial pool of  86 
candidates, and was then selected from a list 
of  fi ve fi nalists.
“We’re delighted to welcome Dennis to 
Central,” said CWU President James Gaud-
ino in a statement. “A national search and 
review by alumni and fans across the state 
made him our top choice.”
Francois began working at Drake in 2008, 
after serving as director of  athletics at South-
ern Oregon University. He took part in fa-
cility upgrades while at Southern Oregon, 
and also developed an academic support 
program. 
His background with facility upgrades 
will be useful when Central begins renovat-
ing Nicholson Pavilion, which will include a 
new fi eldhouse exclusive to varsity-sport ath-
letes, along with changes made to Tomlinson 
Stadium and the sports complex near north 
campus.
“I’m really looking forward to getting 
on the ground there and evaluating those,” 
Francois said, “and visiting with a lot of  indi-
viduals to determine what our priorities are 
and where we need to dedicate our time and 
energy to improving that situation.”
The weight room apparently needs 
work as well. 
“I think the current situation with the 
weight room is not where we need to be in 
order to provide the space needed for a Di-
vision II football program,” Francois said.
Along with integrating the students and 
renovating the facilities, Francois will also 
focus on academics. He spent eight years 
teaching higher education at several differ-
ent universities.
“I think the balanced perspective that 
the Division II philosophy embraces is 
important,” Francois said. “They’re stu-
dent-fi rst. I know the value of  receiving a 
meaningful degree and what that does for a 
young woman or a young man as they con-
tinue on in life.”
Francois is as realistic as he is hopeful for 
the program, though.
“I think there’s challenges on every front, 
there’s no doubt there,” Francois said. “But 
I truly look at every one of  those as great 
opportunities for us to continue to collabo-
rate and work with other individuals and 
other groups in order to make Central ath-
letics a destination for our future recruits.”
Francois’ goals can be realized. But it 
will require a group-wide effort, he said.
“First of  all, I think we can be recog-
nized as a national leader in competitive 
athletics as well as academic performance,” 
Francois said. “Equally as important, I 
truly want Central Washington Univer-
sity athletics to be a source of  pride for the 
community of  Ellensburg and also the front 
porch for Central Washington University.”
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Dennis Francois to replace Jack Bishop as CWU athletic director
I truly want Central Washington University 
athletics to be a source of pride for the commu-
nity of Ellensburg and also the front porch for the 
university.
“ “
-DENNIS FRANCOIS
Future Athletic Director
BY EVan THoMPson
sports Editor
The 2011 recipient of  the Jimmy V 
Award, given to the most deserving member 
of  the sporting world who has overcome ob-
stacles through perseverance, will be speaking 
Thursday in the SURC Ballroom at 6:30 p.m.
Anthony Robles, who won a Division I na-
tional title at 125-pounds in 2011 despite hav-
ing only one leg, will share his story in part 
with his book “Unstoppable: From Underdog 
to Undefeated. 
His accomplishments at Arizona State 
University landed him a job as a wrestling 
analyst at ESPN and also a spot in the Na-
tional Wrestling Hall of  Fame. 
Tickets are free and available at www.cwu.
edu/tickets.
“Through blood, sweat and tears, I am unstoppable.”
Anthony Robles will 
speak in SURC to share 
his story of perseverance
When: Thursday, 6:30 p.m.
Where: SURC Ballroom
Tickets are FREE: cwu.edu/tickets
CoUrTEsy oF roB loWEry/PUBlIC aFFaIrs
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Central softball bids adieu to seniors
BY Sarah ruiz
Staff Reporter
The Wildcats could feel the momentum 
rising when they hit their tempo. It was 
Senior Day and the second game in their 
doubleheader against Montana State Uni-
versity Billings on Saturday.
By the bottom of  the fourth inning 
in Game 2, the score was 3-0 in favor of  
Central, a change of  pace from the game 
before where they lost in Game 1 7-0. 
Freshman Rachel O’Neil kicked the game 
off  for Central when she hit a single to left 
field while pinch-hitting for sophomore 
Shelby Yasuda.
After O’Neil, freshman Remy Bradley 
capitalized and hit a single of  her own. 
With Yasuda and Bradley on base, fresh-
man Michaela Hazlett was next up to bat. 
She managed to hit the ball toward the 
second baseman, and because of  an error, 
all players advanced.
Senior Cassi Ellis came up to bat with 
runners on first and third. Montana State’s 
pitcher walked Ellis, advancing all the 
players including Yasuda, who scored on 
a walkoff  run. Junior Jill McDaniels also 
saw bases loaded, capitalized and batted in 
another run, pushing Central’s lead to 6-0.
The fourth inning would prove to be the 
game-changer for the Wildcats, who man-
aged to only score one more run. In the 
final inning, it was a hit from Kocik when 
the bases were loaded that forced the end 
of  the doubleheader due to mercy-rule at 
8-0, giving Central the split on the day.
Central lost to the Yellowjackets 7-0 in 
Game 1.
“Overall we played really well,” Kocik 
said. “Our first game wasn’t the greatest 
but we came back next game and showed 
Montana who we are, always fight to the 
end.”
Central would win the second game, 
advancing the team in the Great North-
west Athletic Conference. The Wildcats 
(19-14, 13-7 GNAC) moved up to second 
place.
“We had a six-day break so we started 
off  kind of  slow the first game and we 
didn’t get the win we wanted,” Carter said. 
“But we adjusted to the pitcher and were 
able to get more hits the second game.”
In Central’s 7-0 loss in Game 1, the 
Wildcats had trouble hitting off  Yellow-
jackets’ pitcher Jessyka MacDonald, who 
completed the shutout. The Wildcats’ hit-
ting woes were not typical, however, hav-
ing four players in the top 20 for batting 
averages in the GNAC individual stand-
ings.
Junior Maria Gau helped to prevent 
plays from the Yellowjackets. Her pitching 
struck out two in the second inning and 
provided help to the defense, which con-
tinued to make plays that prevented more 
runs.
Despite their loss in the opener, moods 
were high as the festivities for Senior Day 
began. Family members escorted Ellis, 
Carter and Kocik to the field where their 
career highlights were announced to the 
crowd. Gifts and mementos were handed 
out soon after.
“It’s crazy that it’s already my senior 
year,” Kocik said. “I couldn’t have asked 
for a better team my senior year. The girls 
are amazing; I’m excited to go to playoffs 
with them.”
Ellis and Kocik, who are both transfers 
to the Central Washington University soft-
ball team, described the valuable learn-
ing experiences they recieved from their 
careers. The three seniors may have had 
their last home game at Central, but they 
will not be saying goodbye to the team just 
yet. Playoffs are in the future for the Wild-
cats, and Ellis hopes her team remembers 
one lesson she learned from playing at 
Central.
“Never give up, and realize that playing 
this game is a privilege,” Ellis said. “Don’t 
take this game for granted. Go out and 
play 110 percent every day.”
The first day of  the 2013 GNAC Soft-
ball Championships will be held Tuesday, 
May 2 on the campus of  MSUB. It will 
be a four-team, double elimination tourna-
ment.
SWING BATTER, BATTER  Freshman Michaela Hazlett is batting .343 in 32 starts 
this season. She ranks 11th overall in the GNAC statistical leaderboards. 
JoSepH ANdRewS/obSeRveR
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BY Samuel CathCart
Staff Reporter
Outdoor Pursuits and Rent-
als held its seventh annual 
Spring Symposium last Thurs-
day to celebrate the arrival of  
spring outdoor activities.
OPR organized live music, 
mini clinics, vendor booths and 
a barbecue for students to en-
joy during the event.
“It went well; a lot of  people 
came through,” Eddie Roberts 
OPR events programmer, said.
The symposium took place 
on the SURC east patio, which 
was filled with Kittas County 
and Ellensburg residents as 
well as CWU Students.
The vendors were a big hit 
with events ranging from Mo-
tion Board Shop to Stevens 
Pass.  
Vitalire Apparel was one 
of  the more popular vendors 
of  the day, selling apparel and 
offering water pong to people 
who visited their booth.
Students walked around 
and enjoyed the merchan-
dise from vendors like Motion 
Board Shop, who gave students 
the opportunity to demo long 
boards.
“All the longboards were 
cool to try out,” Jesse Ransau-
vage,  tourism management 
major, said.
OPR also brought in live 
music for the event. Perform-
ers included M-PYRE, T.S., 
Leenie Krew and Fight or 
Flight. 
The longboard contest 
was a hit. Over 100 students 
cheered on their peers as they 
competed against one another. 
OPR set up a slalom course 
in front of  its office, with a fin-
ish line made of  a huge Red 
Bull sign. Red Bull sponsored 
the event and handed out free 
energy drinks to those watch-
ing the contest. 
Fifteen of  Central Washing-
ton’s best longboarders came 
out to compete in the contest. 
 “It was a lot of  fun and a 
good challenge,” Sean Carroll, 
one of  the contestants, said. 
“There was a lot of  energy 
from the crowd.” 
After three solid heats, Mat-
thew Wick took home first 
place with a time of  22.92 sec-
onds. 
The Spring Symposium 
ended with the world premiere 
of  “Pursuit of  Gnarliness” at 
the SURC. 
Upcoming 
opR EvEnts:
spRing skiing Day tRip
4.27
cost: $12 for students
tUnnEl Falls 
Backpacking tRip
5.2
cost: $65 for students SICK TRICKS  Students compete in longboard competition outside 
of Student Union Building
Cindy GamBoa/oBSeRveR
Spring Symposium ends with ‘Gnarliness’
OPR offers longboard slalom 
and seven Northwest vendors
Rugby enlists in  Zoomie warfare
BY Daniel Soltero
Staff Reporter
It wasn’t just another regular season 
match. And it certainly wasn’t a stan-
dard road game. There wasn’t a game 
winning drive at the end of  the match 
nor was there any specific play that 
stood out from the rest.
It was just pure dominance - Central 
men’s rugby at its finest.
The Wildcats men’s rugby team beat 
Air Force Academy 81-28 on Saturday 
in the first round of  the 2013 Varsity 
Cup Collegiate Rugby Championships 
and will now advance to the semifinals.
Central plays No. 1 seed Brigham 
Young University on Saturday, April 
27 in Provo, Utah. During the opening 
minutes of  Saturday’s game, the Wild-
cats and the Zoomies sought to establish 
dominance early on. Both teams looked 
to move the ball around the pitch and 
penetrate their opponent’s defense.
Central wasted no time getting on 
the board. When the Zoomies gave up a 
penalty in the eigth minute, senior full-
back Alex Reher was able to convert on 
a penalty kick and ensure the first three 
points in the Wildcats’ favor.
Sophomore center Zack Siemens in-
creased the Wildcat’s lead further when 
he ran in the first try of  the day at the 
14-minute mark, making the score 10-0 
Central. 
Central worked hard to make every 
opportunity count, leaving the Zoomies 
unable to gain possession at the tackle.
The tough play allowed the Wildcats 
to work the offense and punish the Air 
Force, which spent more time backped-
aling than running forward to score.
The Wildcat speed and sync passing 
from backs Aladdin Schirmer, Tanner 
Barnes and Andrew Nelson proved to 
be devestating to the Air Force.
Central fended off  one Zoomie at-
tack after another, while its offense kept 
advancing. The Wildcats were able to 
score on four tries in the subsequent 
minutes, coming from Tyler Coffman, 
Jacob Bates and Sean Wanigasekera, in-
creasing the lead to a comfortable 29-0 
margin.
The Zoomies responded by scoring 
in the 29th minute, but it wasn’t enough 
to catch up to the Wildcats. Central led 
43-14 at halftime.
The second half  resembled the first 
as the Wildcats opened up by tacking on 
five more tries. 
After the final whistle blew, the score 
read 81-28, completing the Wildcats’ 
goal, which was to move on further into 
the championships. 
The Wildcats were hoping of  host a 
game in the cup with a loss from BYU, 
but the Cougars defeated UCLA 69-8, 
and will play as hosts in the semi-finals 
of  the Varsity Cup.
The two teams met in 2012 in Seattle, 
where BYU prevailed over the Wildcats, 
but that was 2012. Central has showed 
improvement each week and will be a 
different team when the two meet again.
Kick-off  for the BYU-CWU game 
is set for 1 p.m. MT. The game can be 
viewed online on the Varsity Cup’s You-
Tube channel, www.youtube.com/varsi-
tycup.
TOTAL DOMINATION  Central men’s Rugby defeats Air Force Academy in the first 
round of Varisty Cup Collegiate Championships
CouRtesy oF Alex lee
Semifinals are next for CWU men’s rugby
2013 vaRsity cUp 
cHampionsHips
sEmi-Finals 
#1 ByU vs. #4 cWU
#2 cal vs. #6 navy
EliminatED: #5 aiR FoRcE, #3 DaRtmoUtH, 
#7 notRE DamE, #8 Ucla
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